
General description:

Paper bin with a lid that partially hides the waste and is identified with a vinyl pictogram for its classification as: glass, organic, general, paper, plastic or 
aluminum.
Made of galvanized steel and painted with oven-lacquered thermosetting powder paint. It includes an inner ring of galvanized steel that holds the bag.
Capacity of 29 liters, for bags from 30 liters.

Designer: STC Studio.

Year of launch: 2023.
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Paper bin

Finishes:

Technical description:

Materials: 
Structure: galvanized steel.
Ring: galvanized steel.

Dimensions:
DROP TOP 29: 364x220x375 mm 14.33x8.66x14.76’’  

Capacity: 29 liters.

mm · inches

Consult for special dimensions or any other modification.
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Creation date: 15.03.2023 / Last revision: 17.11.2023

Maintenance:

-Polyester Paint:
For dry dirt (dust), use a damp cloth. For greasy/oily stains (fingerprints), wipe with a sponge with water and dishwashing liquid. 
Rinse with a damp cloth. Avoid using products containing solvents and/or pure ethyl alcohol.

-Pictogram:
When cleaning the pictograms, avoid excessive rubbing. Clean around them with gentle strokes and avoid applying too much pressure. Do not use abra-
sive cleaners or strong chemicals that may damage the vinyl material. After cleaning, dry the bin and pictograms with a soft, clean cloth. Ensure there is 
no moisture left on the surface.

Sustainability:

Manufacturing materials are 100 % recyclable. The used paints do not contain solvents, do not consume water and do not generate emissions or waste. 
The result is a lower environmental impact.


